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Theoretical studies of the magnetic multivalued recording in coupled multilayers
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In this paper, we discuss the possibilities of realizing the magnetic multivalued~MMV ! recording in a
magnetic coupled multilayer. The hysteresis loop of a double-layer system is studied analytically, and the
conditions for achieving the MMV recording are given. The conditions are studied from different respects, and
the phase diagrams for the anisotropic parameters are given in the end.@S0163-1829~97!04906-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many efforts have been devoted to the studies of m
netic multilayers because there have been lots of fascina
behaviors displayed in such systems.1–4One of the important
applications of magnetic multilayers in technology is th
they can be used as recording media for memory device
such materials, the hysteresis loop of one domain should
rather rectangular in order that two messages can be reco
in the ‘‘spin-up’’ and ‘‘spin-down’’ states, respectively. Re
cently, much attention has been paid to increase the den
of the recording media. One of the proposals is to dimin
the sizes of the domains. However, the recording density
eventually come to a limit following this way, so that on
must try to find new approaches. A simple idea is tha
more ~than two! messages can be recorded in one dom
the recording density will be highly improved even thou
the domain’s size remains the same. This is just the ide
the magnetic multivalued~MMV ! recording which is be-
lieved to be the next strategy of high density recording a
has attracted much attention from both experimental
theoretical sides. The MMV recording requires that mo
~than two! metastable phases which are stable enough
record messages must exist in the system; therefore, the
teresis loop for such material should contain more~than one!
sharp steps. Experimentally, the MMV recording was fi
confirmed by the field modulation method on disks
bilayers3 or island on thin layers.4 However, the theoretica
origin is not yet clear.

More recently, a quantum theory of the coercive forc5

has been established for magnetic systems on the bas
some previous works.6–8 The quantum approach enables o
to study the hysteresis behaviors of a magnetic system f
a micromagnetic view, and some interesting effects
double-film structures had been discussed by this metho5

The present paper is devoted to proposing a theore
possibility of achieving the MMV recording in magnet
multilayers. The main idea is to find more metastable sta
in such systems. In the next section, we will briefly outli
the quantum method and the model Hamiltonian studied.
stabilities of both the aligned and the canted spin states
550163-1829/97/55~6!/3693~6!/$10.00
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discussed in Sec. III, and Sec. IV is devoted to the conditi
for realizing the MMV recording. Finally, we compare th
quantum method with the classical one in Sec. V, and su
marize the main results in the last section.

II. MODEL HAMILTONIAN AND THE METHOD

In this paper, a double-layer system will be investigat
analytically. The Hamiltonian can be given by

H52
1

2 (
m,m8

(
R,R8

I m,m8~R,R8!Sm~R!•Sm8~R8!

2h(
m,R

Sm
z ~R!2(

m
(
R

Dm@Sm
z ~R!#2, ~1!

where the subscriptsm,m8 are the number of the layers, an
R,R8 are the vectors of lattices on thex-y plane.
I m,m8(R,R8) are the exchange parameters and only the n
est neighbor interaction is considered. The single-ion ani
ropy is the ‘‘easy axis’’ case (Dm.0), and the ‘‘easy-axis’’
is perpendicular to the film. The spins and the anisotropie
different layers are different. It is supposed thatS1.S2 with-
out losing any generality.

Following Refs. 5 and 8, we will introduce the local co
ordinates~LC! system$x̂m ,ŷm ,ẑm%. The spin components
in the LC system will have the following relations wit
those in the original one:Sm

x 5cosumSm
xm1sinumSm

zm ,Sm
y5Sm

ym ,

Sm
z 5cosumSm

zm2sinumSm
xm . In order to study the ground stat

properties and the low-lying spin-wave excitations, one c
apply the usual spin-Bose transformation such as Holst
Primakoff ~HP! ~Ref. 9! or the complete Bose
transformations10 ~CBT’s! to the spin operators in the LC
system$Sm

xm ,Sm
ym ,Sm

zm%. In a harmonic approximation, the H
transformation and the CBT’s yield the same results. Th
after the LC transformation and the Bose transformation,
Hamiltonian becomes

H5U01H11H21•••, ~2!
3693 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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H2 can be written in the momentumk space for thex-y
plane as follows:

H25 (
m,m8

(
k
Fm,m8~k,u!am

1~k!am8~k!

1 (
m,m8

(
k
Gm,m8~k,u!@am

1~k!am8
1

~2k!

1am~k!am8~2k!#, ~3!

in which the coefficientsFm,m8 andGm,m8 are defined by

Fm,m~k,u!5I m,mZSm~12gk!2DmSSm2
1

2D ~sin2um

22cos2um!1(
m8

Sm8I m,m8cos~um2um8!

1hcosum , ~4!

Fm,m8~k,u!52
1

2
I m,m8ASmSm8@11cos~um2um8!#, ~5!

Gm,m~k,u!52
1

4
A2Sm~2Sm21!Dmsin

2um , ~6!

Gm,m8~k,u!5
1

4
I m,m8ASmSm8@12cos~um2um8!#. ~7!

Here, gk5(1/Z)(dexp(ik•d) where the summationd runs
over theZ nearest neighbors of a given site in thex-y plane.

In a first-order approximation, the spin configuratio
$um% can be obtained by minimizing the ground state ene
U0: dU0 /dum50, which yields the following equations:

(
m8

I m,m8Sm8sin~um2um8!1hsinum1Dm~2Sm

21!sinumcosum50. ~8!

The equations above are just the same as the conditio
H150. The harmonic part of Hamiltonian can be exac
diagonalized by a generalized Bogolyubov transformatio

am
1~k!5(

n
Um,n~k!an

1~k!1(
n

Vm,n~k!an~2k!, ~9!

am~2k!5(
n

Um,n~k!an~2k!1(
n

Vm,n~k!an
1~k!,

~10!

so that we finally get

H5U081(
k

em~k!am
1~k!am~k!1•••, ~11!

where the magnon excitation energyem(k) in Eq. ~11! and
the coefficients (Um,n ,Vm,n) in Eqs. ~9! and ~10! can be
obtained from the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of
following matrix:

Ĥ~k!5S F̂~k! i2Ĝ~k!

i2Ĝ~k! 2F̂~k!D . ~12!
y

of

he

The elements of the sub-matricesF(k) andG(k) in matrix
H(k) areFm,m8(u,k) andGm,m8(u,k) defined in Eqs.~4!–
~7!, respectively.5

Following Ref. 5, the minimum value of the magnon e
citation energy em(k) is defined as the gap
D(h)5min@em(k)#.

Equation~8! may have many solutions corresponding
various possible spin configurations. For every solution
Eq. ~8!, one can calculate the magnon excitation gapD(h)
following the method described above. According to Ref.
if the gapD(h) is positive, the state described by such
solution is a metastable one since a variation from this s
must cost energy. However, when the gap comes to zero
even negative at a fieldhc , such a state will no longer be
metastable and a transition from this state to another m
stable one will take place. Thus, in the case that there
many metastable states existing in the system, the M
recording is possible to take place.

Equation~8! has two kinds of solutions: the trivial solu
tions ~i.e., um50 or, p, m51,2) which correspond to the
aligned spin states; the nontrivial solutions~i.e., umÞ0 or,
p, m51,2) to the canted spin states. Subsequently, we
discuss both the aligned spin states and the canted
states, and discuss which state the system will transit to if
current state is unstable.

The following notations will be used.I m,m(R,R8)5J,
I m,m8(R,R)5I andDm(2Sm21)5D̃m . The exchange inter-
action within a layer should be the ferromagnetic ty
(J.0). However, both the ferromagnetic and the antifer
magnetic types of interlayer exchange coupling will be d
cussed~i.e., I.0 or I,0).

III. METASTABLE STATES

A. The aligned spin states

In such a system, four aligned states are possible. T
are illustrated in Fig. 1. For configurationA, we have
u150,u250. From Eqs.~4!–~7!, we obtain

FIG. 1. Aligned spin configurations in a double-layer magne
system.
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F̂~k!5S IS21D̃11h1JZS2~12gk! 2IAS1S2
2IAS1S2 IS11D̃21h1JZS1~12gk!D , ~13!
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Ĝ~k!50. ~14!

According to Eqs.~11! and ~12!, we find that the excitation
energyem(k… are just the eigenvalues of the matrixF̂(k).
Thus we obtain

DA~h!5h1
1

2
@D̃11D̃21IS11IS2

2A~ IS22IS11D̃12D̃2!
214I 2S1S2#. ~15!

From the discussions above, it follows that the system
configurationA will be stable only in the case that

h>hc
0 , ~16!

where

hc
05

1

2
@2IS12IS22D̃12D̃2

1A~ IS22IS11D̃12D̃2!
214I 2S1S2#. ~17!

It is similar for configurationB. The stable region for
configurationB is

hc
2<h<hc

1 , ~18!

where

hc
15

1

2
@ IS22IS11D̃22D̃1

1A~D̃11D̃22IS12IS2!
224I 2S1S2#, ~19!

hc
25

1

2
@ IS22IS11D̃22D̃1

2A~D̃11D̃22IS12IS2!
224I 2S1S2#. ~20!

Considering the symmetry between statesA,B and states
C,D, it is very easy to understand that the stable region
statesC and D are @2hc

1 ,2hc
2# and (2`,2hc

0#, respec-
tively.

B. The canted spin states

For every trivial solution, nontrivial solutions can be b
furcated from them at some fields. Around the bifurcati
points, the variations of the angles from the trivial soluti
should be very small. Thus, it is reasonable to linearize
nonlinear equations~8! to study the behaviors of the non
trivial solutions around the bifurcation point. Taking co
figurationA as an example, we have sinum;um. Then around
the bifurcation point, Eqs.~8! will be linearized as

IS2~u12u2!1hu11D̃1u150, ~21!

IS1~u22u1!1hu21D̃2u250, ~22!
n

f

e

which can be rewritten as

S 2D̃12IS2 IS2

IS1 2D̃22IS1D S u1

u2D 5hS u1

u2D . ~23!

The matrix on the left side of the above equation can
diagonalized with the following two eigenvalues:

l15
1

2
@2IS12IS22D̃12D̃2

1A~ IS22IS11D̃12D̃2!
214I 2S1S2#, ~24!

l25
1

2
@2IS12IS22D̃12D̃2

2A~ IS22IS11D̃12D̃2!
214I 2S1S2#. ~25!

Thus, if h5l1 or l2, the linearized equations~21! and ~22!
or Eq.~23! has nonzero solutions. If we put this solution as
‘‘guessed solution’’ into the nonlinear equations~8!, we can
finally get a nontrivial solution step by step. The nontrivi
solutions bifurcated from other trivial solutions can be stu
ied similarly.

Noting l1.l2, it is easy to understand that the nontrivi
solution cannot exist whenh.l1. It is interesting to find that
l15hc

0 . Thus the canted spin state can appear only in
case that the aligned spin state is not stable.

In order to study whether the canted spin state can
stable or not, one should study the magnon excitation
D(h) in the vicinity of the critical pointhc

0 for the nontrivial
solution. Since the anglesu1 ,u2 are very small in this case, i
is reasonable to adopt a first-order approximation when
culating the magnon excitation gap. From Eqs.~4!–~7!, the
elements of the matrixĤ(hc0 ,k)uk50 in a first order approxi-
mation can be given as

Fm,m85Fm,m8
0

1dFm,m8, ~26!

Gm,m85Gm,m8
0

1dGm,m8, ~27!

whereFm,m8
0 ,Gm,m8

0 have been defined in Eqs.~13! and~14!
by settingk50. dFm,m8 are found to be

dF1,152
1

2
IS2~u12u2!

22S 12 hc01 3

2
D̃1D u1

2 , ~28!

dF2,252
1

2
IS1~u12u2!

22S 12 hc01 3

2
D̃1D u2

2 , ~29!

dF1,25dF2,152
1

4
AI 2S1S2~u12u2!

2. ~30!

Sinceu1 ,u2 can be substituted by the solution of the linea
ized equations~21! and ~22! in the critical pointhc

0 in a
first-order approximation, they must have the following re
tion:
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u1
u2

5
IS2

IS21D̃11hc
0

5
IS2
F1,1
0 . ~31!

Thus all the terms in Eqs.~28!–~30! can be obtained afte
extracting a common parameteru2

2 through use of Eq.~31!.
For example,

dF1,15F2
1

2
IS2S 12

IS2
F1,1
0 D 22S hc02 1

3

2
D̃1D S IS2F1,1

0 D 2Gu22 .
~32!

So, based on the perturbation theory, the magnon excita
gapD(hc

0) of the canted spin state at the critical pointhc
0 in

the first-order approximation can be presented as

D~hc
0!.dF1,11dF2,22

1

F1,1
0 1F2,2

0 @~dF1,12dF2,2!~F1,1
0

2F2,2
0 !14AI 2S1S2dF1,2#. ~33!

D(hc
0)/u2

2 must now be a definite value determined by t
parameters. The nontrivial spin state which is bifurca
from configurationB can be studied similarly, and the ma
non excitation gapD(hc

2) for such a canted spin state ca
also be derived following the same procedure.

IV. THE CONDITIONS FOR MMV RECORDING

We have studied both the aligned spin state and the ca
one. In order to realize the MMV recording, the four align
spin states must be overlapping with each other. Thus,
required that

hc
2,hc

0,hc
1 . ~34!

On the other hand, to be used for recording, the hyster
loop should be as sharp as possible. Otherwise, it may c
difficulty to distinguish two messages. Thus, the canted s
states should not exist:

D~hc
0!,0, D~hc

2!,0. ~35!

Equations~34! and ~35! are just the conditions for realizin
the MMV recording in a double-layer structure. The con
tions are the complicated relations between the single
anisotropy parameters (D1 ,D2), the exchange interaction pa
rameter (I ), and the spins (S1, S2). We will study them from
different respects.

First, we study what the requirement is for the interlay
exchange parameterI if the two magnetic layers are dete
mined. The following model will be investigated:

model 1: S153, S251, D1 /D252.0.

The critical fieldshc
0 ,hc

1 ,hc
2 have been shown together a

functions ofI /D2 in Fig. 2 . One may find that the exchang
parameter should satisfyI c

1,I,I c
2 for condition ~34!. If the

exchange coupling is the ferromagnetic case and is v
strong (I.I c8), the B and C states cannot be stable at a
since the two magnetic layers are unwilling to antipara
with each other~Fig. 2!. In Fig. 3, D(hc

0) is shown with
respect toI /D2 in order to study the stabilities of the cante
spin state bifurcated from configurationA. One may find that
only when the interlayer coupling is the antiferromagne
case and is stronger than a critical value (uI u.uI c

3u), could
on

d

ed
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is
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-
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ry
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this canted spin state appear. If the coupling is the ferrom
netic case, this canted spin state is not able to be metast
D(hc

2) has also been studied for model 1, and it is alwa
negative. In all, the exchange coupling should not be v
strong compared to the anisotropy in order to realize
MMV recording. An example has been shown in Fig.
whereI /D250.5. The multistep shape of the hysteresis lo
can be clearly observed.

However, there remains a question. At the fieldhc
0 where

spin configurationA is no longer stable,B andD spin states
are both stable. Why will the system transit to spin config
ration B instead of configurationD ~Fig. 4!? This question
can be answered by studying the magnon excitation sp
trum. According to Eqs.~9!–~12!, one can get the concret
forms of the Bose operatorsam(k). We only study the low-
est mode of spin wave, so thatk50. Supposem51 without
losing generality, thus

e1~k50,hc
0!5D~hc

0!50, ~36!

FIG. 2. Critical fieldshc
0 , hc

1 andhc
2 as functions of the inter-

layer coupling constant for the double-layer system.

FIG. 3. D(hc
0)/u2

2 as the function of the interlayer coupling con
stant for the double-layer system.
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a1~k!5U1,1~k!a1~k!1U1,2~k!a2~k!, ~37!

where

U1,1~k50!5
IAS1S2

A~ IS21hc
01D̃1!

21I 2S1S2
, ~38!

U1,2~k50!5
IS21hc

01D̃1

A~ IS21hc
01D̃1!

21I 2S1S2
. ~39!

Since the excitation energy of this mode is zero, if the
are any kinds of fluctuations, the bosons at this mode m
be greatly excited without costing energy. The current s
configuration will be completely destroyed because of
excitations. Notinga1 is a linear combination ofa1 ,a2, the
quantitiesuU1,m8u

2 may be understood as the possibilities
the bosons in themth layer to be excited, thus they must b
considered as the possibilities of the spins in themth layer to
turn flipping. In Fig. 5, the two quantitiesuU1,m8u

2 are shown
together as functions ofI /D2 for model 1. One may find tha
in the region where the MMV recording is permitte
uU1,1u2;0 while uU1,2u2;1. Thus, at the fieldhc

0 where the
configurationA is not able to be stable, the spins in th
second layer are most likely to turn flip while those in t
first layer are not likely to do so. So, in this case, the syst
will transit to configurationB instead of configurationD.
One may also find that if the interlayer exchange is the
romagnetic case and is very strong (I@D2), the two quanti-
ties will be close. Thus, the two magnetic layers are willi
to turn flip together because of the strong interlayer coupli
The MMV recording is not able to be realized then. By t
way, if there is no coupling between the two magnetic lay
(I50), we find thatuU1,1u250 anduU1,2u251. This is easy
to understand. Because the two layers are not coupled,
can be treated independently. In this case, one may find
hc
0 andhc

2 are just the coercive forces of the two layers. S
when the external field reacheshc

0 , the second layer will turn
over while the first layer will not.

FIG. 4. Hysteresis loop of a double-layer magnetic system w
a ferromagnetically interlayer coupling constantI /D250.5.
e
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e

f
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Finally, we study what kinds of materials can be used
MMV recording. SupposeS15S25S,Dm8 5(2S21)Dm /
uI uS, the phase diagrams for theD18-D28 plane are given in a
ferromagnetic case~Fig. 6! and in antiferromagnetic cas
~Fig. 7!, respectively. The two cases are quite different.
realize the MMV recording, the anisotropies for the two m
terials cannot be very close (D18;D28) if the exchange is the
ferromagnetic case~Fig. 6!, while there is no such restriction
for the antiferromagnetic case~Fig. 7!. However, a common
requirement in the two cases is still a weak interlayer
change interaction.

V. COMPARISON WITH THE CLASSICAL METHOD

Before the quantum method is developed, the class
method is popularly used to discuss the magnetic config
tions and other properties in magnetic layered structures1,11

The method can be briefly described as follows.11 Treating
the spins as classical vectors, one can write out the en
functionU($um%) after the LC transformation. The spin con
figuration $um% is obtained by minimizing the energ
function, and a given configuration is metastable only
any fluctuation will raise the corresponding energ
U($um1dum%).U($um%). SinceU($um1dum%) can be ex-
panded to series ofdum at the point$um%,

U~$um1dum%!5U~$um%!1
1

2 (
m,m8

]2U

]um]um8
dumdum8

1•••, ~40!

it can be easily derived that a configuration is stable o
when all the eigenvalues of the following matrixM are posi-
tive. The elements of the matrix are defined as

Mm,m5(
m8

SmSm8I m,m8cos~um2um8 !1hSmcosum

1DmSm
2 cos2um , ~41!

h FIG. 5. The possibilities for the two magnetic layers to tu
flipping (uU1,1u2, uU1,2u2) as functions of the interlayer exchang
parameter.
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Mm,m852I m,m8cos~um2um8!SmSm8. ~42!

One can compare the two methods now. For a gen
spin system, when it is in an aligned state (um50 or p), it
can be easily found that the matrixM is in fact equivalent to
the matrixH(k) @Eq. ~12!# when k50, provided that one
may multiply everyDm term with a factor (121/2Sm) in the
matrixM. Since the lowest spin-wave excitation is in th
k50 subspace, we understand that for the aligned spin s
quantum fluctuations influence the final results only throu
deducting the effective value of the anisotropyDm by a fac-
tor of (121/2Sm).

However, things are different for the canted spin sta
When umÞ0 or p, quantum fluctuations are far more tha
the factor (121/2Sm), and they may give some quantitativ
corrections to the final results. Numerical calculations sh
that quantum fluctuations always destroy the spin or
beforethe classical fluctuations can do so.

By the way, we would like to point out that the quantu
theory actually presents a basis for the classical theory
such spin systems. At the coercive field, we havek50 for
the lowest mode of bosons, thus such bosons must
infinitely excited since they do not need energy and si

FIG. 6. Permitted values of the two anisotropies for realizing
MMV recording in the ferromagnetic coupling case. One c
achieve the MMV recording in region I, and cannot do so in reg
II.
n

ta,

gn
al

te,
h

s.

w
r

or

be
e

they are bosons~not fermions!. Because ofk50, such an
excitation must cause the spins within one layer to turn o
together. From these arguments, one may find that the s
within a layer can be reasonably treated as a single vecto
that a classical method can be applied.

VI. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have analytically studied the hystere
loop of a double-layer magnetic system. We find that wh
the interlayer coupling and the anisotropies of the two ma
rials satisfy some complicated conditions, more metasta
states will be possible to appear, and the magnetic multi
ued recording may be realized. The conditions are discus
from different respects, and the permitted values of
anisotropies for realizing the MMV recording are present
Finally, we made a comparison between the quantum met
used here with the classical method, and showed that
quantum fluctuations are nontrivial in the canted spin sta
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